
                                             April 1, 2011 

 
HINODE ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 

                 Sales Department 
TEL: 03-3860-8661 FAX: 03-3860-8660 

 
                

Subject: Discontinuance of production for 1000FH series fuses 
 

1. Products discontinued 

All rated fuses in our 1000FH series  

1000FH-XX   1000FH-XXUL,    1000FH-XXS,    1000FH-XXSUL,  
1000FH-XX-F  1000FH-XXUL-F  1000FH-XXS-F  1000FH-XXSUL-F 
(XX refers to the related fuse rated current)  
 

2. Reasons for discontinuation  

Our 1000GH series fuses, the succeeding model of our 1000FH, have been on sale for more than 10 years.  

Recently the sales volume for the 1000FH has been decreasing, and the material costs have steeply risen. 

As the result, we came to the conclusion that we would discontinue the production for our 1000FH series fuses. 

 

3.  Substitute fuses: 1000GH series  

The installation pitch and the specifications of the 1000GH are not identical to the 1000FH ones. 

Please refer and compare the data in Appendix 1, 2 and 3 in order to select the fuse that best suits to your 

requirements. 

 

4.  Termination schedule 

Purchase orders (except for maintenance purpose orders) will be accepted until June 30, 2011. 

The last delivery date (except for maintenance purpose orders) will be on September 30, 2011. 

 

For maintenance, we will accept orders until March 31, 2015. 

The last delivery date for the products will be on March 31, 2016.  

 

Please note; 

・ We will require a forecast for maintenance purpose orders, and the product price will be re-quoted in 

accordance with the quantity in the forecast.  Due to the material purchasing, a request for quotation 

should be sent to us more than 3 months before your requested delivery date for the initial maintenance 

order.  

・ After the above dates, basically, we will be unable to accept any purchase orders for the 1000FH series 

products. 

 

 

Thank you for your understanding in this matter. 



Substitute fuses for the 1000FH series

Model
Rated
voltage
(Vrms)

Rated
current
(Arms)

Installation
pitch

Recommende
d screws

Model
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voltage
(Vrms)
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current
(Arms)

Installatio
n pitch

Recommende
d screws

1000FH-15 15 1000GH-16UL 16
1000FH-20 20 1000GH-20UL 20
1000FH-25 25 1000GH-25UL 25
1000FH-30 30 1000GH-32UL 32
1000FH-35 35 1000GH-40UL 40
1000FH-45 45 1000GH-50UL 50
1000FH-60 60 1000GH-63UL 63
1000FH-70 70
1000FH-80 85
1000FH-90 90
1000FH-100 100
1000FH-120 120 1000GH-125UL 125
1000FH-150 150 1000GH-160UL 160
1000FH-175 175
1000FH-200 200
1000FH-225 225
1000FH-250 250
1000FH-300 300 1000GH-315UL 315
1000FH-350 350
1000FH-400 400
1000FH-450 450
1000FH-500 500
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1000FH-500 500
1000FH-550 550
1000FH-600 600

* The installation holes are oval shaped:  a fuse with slightly different installation pitch may be installable. 
   Please refer to the tolerances of the installation pitch.

* The substitute products that equal or resemble the teminal shapes, installation dimensions and rated
   voltage/current are listed.  Please check the product specifications in our catalogue 
  and select the fuse that matches your requirements.

* All of the 1000FH series fuses, which are with or without additional suffixes 
   (like "S," "UL," "SUL, " "-F," "S-F," "UL-F," "SUL-F"), share the above specifications.
   1000FH-**S, 1000FH-**SUL, 1000FH-**S-F and 1000FH-**SUL-F are substitutable to 1000GH-**SUL.
    (For example: 1000FH-250S  →　（Substitute）1000GH-250SUL

* All of 1000GH series fuses, which are with or without the additional suffix (like "SUL"), share the above specifications.
   
* If the fuse replacement is made by someone other than the circuit developer, Hinode will not be responsible for
   the operation.  Even it is made by the circuit developer, please ensure that the replacement fuse you select is
   suitable and matches current requirements.  Safety and security in design and use are the user's responsibility.

Issued on Mar. 31, 2011

Issued by HINODE ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
TEL：03-3860-8661 FAX：03-3860-8660 

E-mail：uketsuke@hinodedenki.co.jp 
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